Science Fair Project

Project Guide: General Steps

This guide will help you steer your students through the process of coming up with a good question to investigate for an Earth science fair project, designing a way to test that question, and creating a display to share findings and conclusions. The process begins with each student deciding on what he or she finds really interesting in the natural world. Use the navigation bar, above to navigate your way through each step.

Step 1: Students pick a topic.

Help your students choose an Earth science topic they can't wait to investigate. Ask them to brainstorm about some interesting topics; first as individuals, and then in small groups. (Sample individual brainstorm pages) Make a list on the board or overhead of the topics your students generate. For example, students might want to learn more about:

1. Rocks
2. Soil
3. Water
4. Space
5. Stars
6. Planets
7. Erosion
8. Fossils
9. Dinosaurs
10. Ocean waves
11. Earthquakes
12. Hurricanes

The World Wide Web offers thousands of ideas and topics. The science fair topic generator at Science Buddies™ offers an excellent "topic wizard".

Ask students to choose their favorite topics and record the topic and the reason they chose it in their science fair notebooks or journal.

Science Journal Downloads:
- Brainstorming section of the science fair journal

Step 2: Students list their investigation questions.

Once your students have chosen their topics, ask them to generate a list of questions about the topics in their science fair notebooks or journals. For example, if they wanted to learn more about soil, they might ask:

1. Is all soil the same?
2. What lives in soil?
3. What soil is best for building on?
4. What soil is best for growing tomatoes?
5. What chemicals can I test for in soil?
As they record their questions, ask them to think about how they would test each question. Ask students to share their favorite investigation questions with the class and how they think they might test those questions.

**Science Journal Downloads:**
- Science journal for Step 2

### Step 3: Students create their science fair project plan.

Now that your students have generated their investigation questions, they need to plan how they will test those questions. The first step in the planning process is research.

Schedule a time to take your students to the library and/or the computer lab. Before you go, ask your students to make a list of the questions they would like to research and share these with you and their classmates.

Students might choose to research such questions as (Questions are linked to the science journal):

1. What are the science words I need to define for my project?
2. What are the science ideas I need to understand for my project?
3. Who has already done research on my project? What have they done?
4. Are there any scientists in my local area I can talk to about my project?
5. How can I use tests that scientists have already done for my project?
6. What equipment will I need for my project? How will I get this equipment?
7. For a controlled experiment, what are my variables? My controls?

Guide students to appropriate books, journals and other resources as they research their project questions. They should record their findings in their science fair journals or notebook.

### Step 4: Students design ways of testing their science questions.

After students finish their background research, they will need to start designing ways of testing their science questions. There are a number of ways of doing this: building and using a model to study a natural process; designing an experiment; conducting a survey or making observations from a field study. It is better for younger students to test questions with direct observations or by using existing models. Older students may be able to create and use surveys or design and conduct controlled experiments.

- Grade K-2 Project Methods
- Grade 3-5 Project Methods

### Project Display

![Project Display Diagram]

**Question**

What the student wants to find out. Points 1 and 2 can share the same spot on the board. Some students might want to use their questions as their title and that is okay.

**Prediction**

This is where the student puts what he or she thinks are the possible answers to the project question. It is based on the student's own research and experiences and it is made before the student runs the experiment.

**Materials**
This is a list of supplies that the student will need to do the experiment.

**Data**
This is the information the student collected on his or her project. Should illustrate an observation from the experiment.

**Procedure**
This is where the student lists, step by step, what he or she did in the investigation.

**Findings**
This is where the student writes about the patterns and relationships in the data.

**Conclusions**
This is where the student uses the results of the data analysis to answer the project question.

**Research**
This is the research the student did before starting his or her project. It should answer the question: What do other people know about <the student's chosen topic>.

**Model**
*(Optional)* If the student used a model for the project, it should be part of the display, if possible.

**Journal**
This is the science Journal that the student used to record data.